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A.I.1 Explanat ion of L a n d s a t - D  F l i g h t  Segment: Telemetry 
C a l i b r a t i o n  Curves 
REFERENCES 
MODULAR ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEH (PIACS) TELEMETRY CALIBRATLON 
DATA 
A.3.1 E a r t h  Sensor Assy M o d u l e  (ESAM) D a t a  
COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING (C&DH) SUBSYSTEM TELEMETRY 
CALIBRATION DATA 
A . 4 . 1  R e m o t e  Interface U n i t  ( R I U )  D a t a  
NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDER (NBTR) TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
A.5.1 NBTR MISSROM D a t a  
ON-BOARD COMPUTER (OBC) TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
PROPULSION MODULE (PM) TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
SIGNAL CONDITIONING SI CONTROL W I T  (SC&CIJ> TELEXETRI'  
CALIBRATION DATA 
MODULAR POWER SYSTEM (MPS) TELEMETRY CALIB!UT'LON CATA 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVER AND POWER TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY 
(SADAPTA) TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
POWER D I S T R I B U T I O N  U N I T  (PDU) TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
D I G I T A L  PROCESSING U N I T  (DPU) TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
WIDEBAND COMNLJN~CATION SUBSYSTEM (WBCS) TELEMETRY 
CALIBRATION DATA 
THEMATIC MAPPER (TM) TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
GLOBAL P O S I T I O N I N G  SYSTEM ( G P S )  TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
D I R E C T  ACCESS S-BAND (DASB) TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
FiULTI-SPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS; FELEtIETRY CALIBRATION DATA . 
PAYLOAD C3RRECTION DATA (PCD)  TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
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TABLE OF COMTEfJT'S 
Puas 
(r
A.19-1 A . 1 9  T K E W  CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (TCS)  XELEMK'RY CALIBRATION DATA 
A . 2 0  SOLAR ARRAY RETENTION, DEPLOYMENT, AND JETTISON 
ASSEMBLY (SARDJA) TELEMETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
A . 2 0 - 1  
A . 2 1  BOOM ANTENNA RETENTION, DEPLOYMENT, AND JETTISON ASSEMBLY A .  2;-1 ( SplaDJA) TELEKETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
A.22  NOT USED A.22-1 
LSD-WC-263 
l a m t r y  c a l i b r a t i o n  c u r  a f o r  t h e  t andsa t -0  s u h y a t a  are defined by n t h  
order polynoatiaol e q u a t i o n s  which conve r t  e e l e m t r y  coungs to  enginwring u n i  t s :  
2 Y - 4- AI X 4- A, X .b ....., A X 
where 
L n 
A, th rough An - c o n s t r n t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
X - t a l c m e t r y  coun t s  
Y - e n g i n e e r i n g  * i n i t s  
The c a l i b r a t i o n  curve  c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  each t e l e m e t r y  po in t  are c o n t r o l l e d  i n  
t h e  d a t a  base. They are l i s t e d  a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  u n i t  s e c t i o n  number where t h a  
sensor is l o c a t e d .  Tables showing the c o c f f t c i a n t v  m y  be ob ta ined  Lroa the 
deea base a d m i n i s t r a t o r .  The t a b l e s  show t e l e m e t r y  c o u n t s  versus 
e n g i n e e r i n g  u n i t s .  
X t y p i c a l  se t  of c a l i b r a t i o n  bnt:k is shown i n  f a b l e  A.1-1. T h i s  cable 
r q m s o n t s  R W  01 A tcmperaetire (CTXlLlA) c a t l b r n t l o a  deta  f o r  tkt3 CSDH 
aubsystcn. A0 t h r o u g h  :IS I P ~ C  coefficients of :I 5 t h  o r d e r  polviloiaial eqrrnt iau 
useti t o  convert  cciameery counts co e1tg:neering u:li::> (temper.%rute i: *c>. :in 
exuclp1r o €  liow t o  use t h i s  t:sbla t o  o b t a i n  R l U  01 A t empera ture  is shown below. 
Suppose t h e  t e l e m e t r y  re:idout is .I i‘ounts. S u b s t i t u t i n g  3 counts f o r  S i n  
t h e  polynomial equation, and uslng e h e  v a l u e s  for A. through A 5  g i v e n  
A. 1-1, 
i n  Table  
1 1 2  Y 9 ,1234 X 10’ - (.2C73 X LO 
-0.1514 IC lo3 ( 3 3 )  + ,5174 S 
( 3 )  -+ ,2266 S 10 ( 3  ) 
( 3 4 )  - .7163 X 10’ (35) 
Therefore, 
3 0  Y ( R Z l 1  01 A t ~ m p e r e t u r e )  - .1174 S 10 C (Sea ‘Table A.1-2) 
NOTE: .Io value g i v e n  f o r  a c o e f f i c i e n t  in t h e  c a l i b r a t i o n  d a t a  t a b l e s  
i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  t h e  coofficierit  is not used. 
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A . 2 - 1  
The cal ibrat ion C U ~ V O  coe f f i c i ent s  for each t e l m e t r y  m i n t  are controlled i n  
the data base. They are l i s t e d  along with the unLt sectron number vhere the 
sensor is located. Tables showing the c o e f i i c i e n t s  aay be obtained from thr 
data base administrator. The tables show telemetry vo!ts (ccmtu)  vs. 
engineering w.d ts. 
LSD-WPC-263 
. .  . 1 .. , , - . . . 
. I  
CDEFF 
P O I N T  
CPEFF 
POI hT 
C X F F  
POI IVT 
COEFF 




P O I  RT 
C B E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I  KT 
C O E F F  
P 3 I  MT 
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C Q E F F  
F G i  NT 
C O E F F  
P O I  F.iT 
C W F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I  IdT 
COEF7 
P O I  MT 
C O E F F  
r'0I MT 
C O E F F  
POI NT 
C 3 E F F  
POINT 





P O I N T  
C E F F  
POI MT 
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
wIir WUXPN 
~~~~P~ 
AAI RII IP f i  















Ad I R U D N  
A% 1 PU ZP N 
P.BNl8'dLT 
AERIIVYLT 
A B P W K U T  
ABPXKDT 
!.EXTAPE P 
A9XT ' IXP  
ABY TII!%P 
A B Y T N G P  
A B Z T A K F  
ABZTFK? 
A C S S l  Y 
ACS.51 I) 
ACSSi Z 
A C S S l  Z 
WCS3Y 
ACSSZY 








A I R U F X T I  
A I R Y A K T I  
f 
ITY 
; ACE A XRU R b L  PCtSiTfOW i n  degrees 
; ACE A IRU P I T C H  P O S I T I O N  i n  degrees 
; ACE A IRU YAM POSITIOM i n  degrees 
; ACE A -18V REG VOLTAGE i n  v o l t s  
; ACE A PJHER CONDITIONER TUP i n  deg. centigrade 
; A C E  P. TM ROLL COPPENSATED SIGNAL in M Gauss 
; ACE A TN? P I T C H  COFPEMSTED SIGN i n  t l  Gauss 
; ACE A TAM YAW CUEPENSATED SIGNAL i n  1 Gauss 
; ACE B IKU ROLL POSITION i n  degrees 
; ACE 8 iRU PYTC!! WSITiOll i n  deqreas 
; ACE B IRU YAU PGSiI'ICN i n  degrees 
; ACE B - 7 C V  REG VOLTAGE i n  vol ts  
; ACE B P O E R  CONDITIONER TEPP in deg centigrade 
; ACE 8 TAM ROLL Cr jFPEfEAi 'ED SIGNAL i n  I! Gauss 
; ACE B TAM P I T C H  CG ENSATED SIGNAL i n  Fl Gauss 
; ACE B TN4 YAM COFPENSBTED SIGNAL i n  M G a u s s  
; C S S  1 P I T C H  P O S I T I O N  ERR02 i n  degrees 
, CSS 7 YAId P O S I T I C Y  ERROR i n  degrees 
; CSS 2 P I T C H  P O S I T I O N  ERROR in degrees 
; CSS 2 \AM P O S I T I O N  EkRCIR in dcgrees 
; OPT BYIS Ror FSS x AXIS i n  
; OPT A X I S  ROT FSS Y A X I S  i n  
, 32 ,- .X391 
; FSS TEW i n  deg. cent igrade 
, 42.97,f .056,-.04026, .4455E-3 *-*2i  1SE-5, .2616E-8 
; I R U  CHANNEL A NOTOR CURRENT i n  Amps 
0.0,@.%14 
, 0.5965E+02 ,-0.4660E+00 
, 0.5969E.102 ,-0.4660t+00 
, 0.5965E42,-0.4660E+00 
- .#864E+Z, 2500 
42.5)?,1,05S,-.04026, .4455€-3,-.2115€-5, .3616E-8 
-0 .Q00E+03 ,O .3125E+01 




, 0.59QSE4Z , -C,46GOE@O 
, -.4aa~+z, .ZOO 
, 42.97 ,I .056 ,-.04026, ,4455E-3 ,-.211§E-5, ,36165-8 
, -B.$000E+O3,0.312SE+O7 
-0.4000~~03 ,n .31 ZSE+OI 
e * O.4OCOf463,0,3125E+Ol 
-21.027, ,1643 
, -21.057,. 1643 
, -27.027, .1643 
, -2?.02?,.1643 
, -32,.00391 
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AR: uz1 w 
ARIUZTPB 
A S T l  i 4 o n  
AS71 HDRZ 
ASTl NAG 
ASTl  WG 







A S T Z M G  
AST2TEW 
A ST2 TE 19 
ASTZVERT 






A S ~ ~ D ~ ~ A  
~S~~~~~~~ 
cis 1.3 D RY B 




; IkU CHANNEL 8 MOTOR ~~~~~~ in 
0.0,0,814 
; IRU CtlAEEL 5 T i n  deg, centigrade 
; IRU CHAHNEL B REG VOLTAGE i n  vo7ts 
; IRU CHANNEL C MOTOR CURRENT in Amps 
0.0,0.814 
; IRU CHANNEL C TE i n  deg. centigrade 
; IRU CHANNEL C REG VOLTAGE in vo7 ts 
; OPTICAL BEhCH T ( I R U )  in deg. centigrzde 
; ACE A I 3  -15V REG VOLTAGE i n  v o ? t s  
; ACE A j B  "15V REG VQLTAGE i n  vo l t s  
; ACE A/B +28V REG VOLTAGE in volts 
; ACE A/0  +5V REG YOLTAGE i n  v o l t s  
; PSU IEPP I'n deg. ceri",iyrzde 
, 42.97,l .05S,-,040262 .445JE-3,-.2il5E-5, .36?Gir'-43 
; RIU 02 TEMP i n  des.  cerrtigPade 
, 129.3,-2.058,.0 9,-.;222E-3, ,3498E-5 ,-,393i"E-9 
, 0,.02 
, 129.9 ,-2.058, A2139 ,- .1222E-3, ,34981;-6 ,-.3937E-9 
. O,.O? 
, 0 .a481 E 4 2  ,-0.12§6E-d)1 ,O .76WE-IP2 ,-0.2O&lE-04 




, 0.9C60E-103 ,-3. ! 31 %+Of 
; F t W  1 H13RI% S7X POS i n  degrees 
, 0,1.86252E-9 
0.9SfiCE-02 ,-Q ,4f 3 O E 4 , O  .6$12€-0 7 
; FHST 1 STAR INTENSITY in visual magnitude 
; FHST 1 TEMP in deg, centigrade 
; FHST 1 VEKTICAL STAR POS i n  degrees 
. FHST 2 HORIZ STAR POS in degrees 
, FHST 2 STAR ItiTENSITY in visual magnitude 
; FHST 2 TEPP in deg. centigrade 
; FHST 2 VERTICAL STAR P35 i n  degrees 
, .5771E+f ,-.8422€-1, .I1 10E-2 ,-,8754E-5, .3544E-7 ,-.5683E-10 
-2; .84 , o m m a  
, Ot1.86252E-9 
?,1.86252E-9 
, .5645E+1,-.8333E-l, .1953E-2,-.927EE-5, .3763E-7,-,5962E-10 
, -27.75,0.57576 
. 0.1.86252E-9 
i SKEW SRW TACH A in PH 
, -2766.21 -61 
3 SKEEI SRb! TACH B in R R 4  
; OPTICAL BEKH TE@ in deg. centigrade 
; SKEH SRW DRIVE CONTROL in yo1 ts 
; SKEW SRW MOTOR VOLTS i n  v o l t s  
, -2766,21.51 




G -  3-1 
POINT 
C O E f f  
PC)IBBT 




C O E F  


































































A XThC HA 
AXTACH A 
RXTACHB 


















A Y T ~ ~ I ~ B  
~ Y ~ R ~ ~ A  
B Y ‘ ~ R R ~ ~  
R Y ~ D R V ~  
~ ~ ~ ~ D ~ ~ B  




; SKEW SRW TEMP in deg. centfgrade 
7,1.056,-.04026, 455E-3,-.2f 1%-5, .3616E-8 
1 ROLL ERROR S%G 
; TAM I PITCH ERROR SIGNAL I O  Gams 
, -’F824,8 
; TN4 1 Y!U ERROR SIGhV?? -in Gauss 
OLL ERROR SfGfdAL in Gams 
; ?AM 2 PITCH ERROR SIGNAL i n  Gauss 
ERROR S I G W  in Gauss 
; TOW DRIVE ELECYROMICS TEW in deg. centigrade 
; SRW DRIVE ELECTRONICS TEMP i n  deg, centigrade 
, 42.97 ,l .O56 ,-,04026, .4455E-3 ,- .21 ’I 5E-5, ,3616E-8 
,056 ,- .04026, .4455E-3 .- .2115€-5, -3616E-8 
DRIVE A in n Amps 
; ROLL F%G TORq DRIVE 5 in m Amps 
; IRU ROLL RATE 1 in Deg/Sec 
; IRU ROiL FATE 2 l’n Deg/Sx 
, -59.5348, -4651 
, -1.017a9, .007952 
, -1.91789, .a07352 
; RGL Si& TACH A i n  PPt4 
-2766 $21 .61 
R O L  SRW TACH B in PPtl 
-216Q,21 .67 
; ROLL SRW DRIVE CONTROL i f i  vo?ts 
; ROLL SRW MOTOR VOLTS i n  vo l t s  
; R O L L  SRW TEW in deg.  c e n t i g r a d e  
; PITCH MG TORQ DRIJ’E A i n  IX laps 
, Oe0,O.0,1.6E-4 
0.0,O.l 
, 4 2 . 9 7 ~  .056,-.04026, .4455~-3,-.2175~-5,.3616~-8 
, - 5 w x a ,  ,4651 
DRIVE B i n  i n  Amps 
; IRU PITCH RATE 1 in Deg/Sec 
; IRU PITCH RATE 2 i n  Deg/Sec 
; PITCH SRtd TACH A in WM 
; FITC2 SRH TACH 6 i n  RPM 
; PIT Y SRW DRIVE CONTROL i n  vo l t s  
; P I T - e  SRW MOTOR VOLTS i n  volts  
; PITCH SRld TEPP in dcg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; YAW WG TORQ DRIVE A i n  m Amps 
, 144.0,1.134 
-1.07789, -007952 
, -1.01 789, .007952 
-2766,29.6? 
, -276&,21.61 
I 0.C ,. .0,1.6E-4 
9 0.0,3.7 







P O I  !if 
C O W F  
C U E W  










TQRQ GWJE B i n  m amps 
1.134 
9, .007952 
; IRU YAU RATE 2 Jn &g/Sc 
RATE 1 i n  neg/ 
-1.01789, ,007952 
; Y&i SRU TACH A In RPi4 
, -2765,%9.41 
; YAbd SRkO TACH U i n  RPM 
, -2766,22 -61 
; YAW SRbf DRSVE COmROt i n  volts 
, 0.0,0,0,1.6€-4 
; YAW SRW HOTOR VOLTS i n  volts 
i n  deg. centtgrade 
42.97,1.056,-.04026, .4455E-3,-,2175E-5, -3616E-8 
. I "  v 
1 
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* ESAM POINT DEF. 
P ~ I N T  E E S I B T ~  ; ESA-1 BOLOETER TE EWTIJKiE: i n  deg. cent igrade 
COEFF EESlBTIP , 0.1644E+3,-0.4777E ,Oe8178E-1,-O.7119E-3 ,O .2888E-5,-0.4401E-8 
POINT EESlSEN ; ESA-1 SENSOR STATUS I n  
COEFF EESlSEN , 0,.02 
POINT EESlSIG ; ESA-1 SIGNAL STATUS i n  
COEFF EESlSIG , 0,.02 
POIMT EESITMP ; E%-1 TEMPERATURE i n  deg. centfgrade 
POINT EESlXC ; EM-1 ROLL COARSE ERROR Sn 
POINT EESlXF ; E%-1 ROLL FINE ERROR i n  
POINT EESlYC ; ESA-1 PITCH COARSE ERROR i n  
POINT EESlYF ; ESA-1 PITCH FINE ERROR i n  
COEFF EESITW O.I644E+3 ,-0.4777E+l ,0e8198E-*1 ,,-0.7119E-3 ,O .2888E-5,-0.440IE-8 
COEFF EESl XC , -O.50E+2 .40E+00 
COEFF EESlXF , -5.0,0.040 
COEFF EESlYC , -.3766E+2, .1536E+O, J264E-2, .2489E-5,-.2973E-7, .3414€-10 
COEFF EESlYF , -5.0,0.040 
POINT EESZBTW ; ESR-2 BOLOMETER TEf@.SF,Ff@TU2E deg. Ccntfgrade 
COEFF EES2BTbP , 0.4644E+:! ?-O . m 7 E + l  ,Q .l3778E-1,-0,7??9E-3,0.2888E-5 -*-O .440'1E-8 
POINT EESZSEM ; ESA-2 SEdSOR SATUS i n  
COEFF EESZSEN 0,,02 
POINT EESZSIG ; E%-2 SiGM41 STATUS i n  
COEFF EES2SIG , 0,.02 
POINT EESPT ; E=-2 TEMPERATURE In bcg. centigrade 
COEFF EESZT , 0.1644Ec3 ,-O.4777E+l90.81 78E-1,-0.9119E-3 ,O .2888E-5 ,-0.4401E-8 
POINT EES2XC ; E%-2 ROLL COARSE ERROR ill 
COEFF E E S X C  , -.3766E+2, .1536E+0, .12E4E-2, .2489E-5,-.2973E-TS .3414€-10 
COEFF EESZXF , -5.0,0.040 
COEFF EESZYC , -.506+2,0.40 
COEFF EESZYF , -5.0,0.040 
POINT EES2XF ; E%-2 ROLL FINE ERROR *in 
POINT EESZYC ; ESA-2 PITCIi COARSE ERROR i n  
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COMHANR AND DATA HAIDLING (CbD2i) Ti3XHCTKS C L L Z ~ ~ A T X O ? ?  DATA 
The cal ibrat ion curve c o e f f i c i e n t s  for each telemeray pailas are  coatrollad i n  
tha data base. They arc  l i s t e d  along with the unit  seet ion number where the 
sensor is located. Tables showing the c o e f f i c i e n t s  may ba obeained from she 
data base administrator. The tables  show telemetry v o l t s  (counts) vs. 
engineering un i t s .  
LSD-WPC-243 




























































CTAS I 1 
CTkGC X PA 
CTAGCXPA 




























cu 1J RG 2 8 
CU N RG2 8 
; STACC CU A TE 
; STACC CU B TE 
i n  de!. centigrade 
i n  deg. cent igrade 
, 123.41,-2.073 022657 9,-.0003 514293, .5173663E-06 ,-.7163077E-O9 
02265739 ,-.0001514293, .5173663E-OC ,-,7163077E43 
.02265739 *- .0001514293, .5373663E-O6 ,-.7163077E-O9 
123.41 ,-2.073, .02265739 ,-.0001514293, .5173663€-06,-,7163077E49 
eg . c e n t i  grade 
eg. cent igrade 
; XPNDR A AGC STDN MODE i n  
; XPNDR B AGC STDM MODE f n  
; MODULE TEMP NEAR HTR A510 THPISTAT i n  deg. cent igrade 
; MODULE TEbP NEAR HTR A611 THMSTAT i n  deg. cent igrade 
, 123.41 ,.-Z.Q73, .02265739,-.00ai5f4293~ .51i"3SC13€-06,-.7763(3"/7E~9 
; XFI.I,DR A AGC TrlRSS !JiQDE i r i  
; XPNIPR B FGC TCWSS HODE ifl 
; EXT OSCILLATOR CASE TEMP i n  deg. centigrade 
; Ef.1 0,3 INTERSPACE TEW i n  deg. cent igrade 
; RIU 01 A TEW i n  deg. centigrade 
; RIU 01 A / B  INTERSPACE TEHP i n  deg. cent igrade 
; RIU 01 B T€H i n  deg. centigrade 
; STINT A TEMP i n  Geg. centigrade 
; STINT B TErIP in deg. cent:grade 
; EXT 0% OVEN TEMP i n  deg. centigrade 
; MODULE TE1.P BETblEE!! XFFIDRS P, ilr U i n  deg. cent igrade 
, -.25143E+2 ,-,1393E+l, -1 5124E-1,-y1 141E-3 , A1 195E-6 ,-,5479E-9 
, -.1269E+2 ,-, 1554E+l, .1758E-1,- .1266E-3, A32356  ,-.557OE-9 
, 133.41 ,-2.073, ,02265739,-.0001514293, .5173663€-00,-.7163Q77E49 
, -59.?328,-0,4196 
-.675E~2,-.30€00 
'20319E3,- .77138El, ,13482 ,-.11783E-2, .49263E-5,-.79271E-8 
123.41 ,-2.073, .02265739,-.0001594293, ,5173663E-06 ,-.7163077E-09 
123.41 ,-2.073, .02265739 ,-.00015'14293, .5173663E-O6 ,-.7163077E-09 
, 123.41 ,-2.073, .02265739,-.0001514293, .5173663€-06 ,-.7163077€-03 
, 123 -41 ,-2.973, .02265739,-.0001§142~3, .5172663E-06 ,-.7163077E-O9 
, 123.41 ,-2.073, .02265739 ,-.OOO1514293, .5173663E-O6 ,-.7163077E-C 9 
, I23 A1 ,-2.073, ,02265739 ,-.0001514293, ,51736635-O ,-.71630?7E-09 
, .16067E3,-.27709El .36536E-1,-.29093E-3, .114735-5,-.37642E-8 
, '123e$1,-2.Q73, .02265739,-.0U0t55429J, .577?563E-U6,-,71530772~C19 
, 96.47,-3.0517, .O4955856 ,-.0004319081, .782755E45 ,-.2956399E-O8 
, 96.47 ,-3.0517 .049%%56 ,-.OOO4319O$I, ,182755E-05 * -  .295639!?€-08 
, 96.47,-3.0517,,04~568~6,-.0GO~31~~81, .162755E-O5,-.2956399E418 
; X P N U R  p"\ POKR K @  TEF.2 In deg. centjgrtidc 
; XF')ldDR A TCXO TEHP i n  deg. centigrede 
; X P N D R  B POtER MP T€kP i n  deg. cent igrade 
; XPWDR d TCXO T E W  i n  deg. centigrade 
; +28V UtlfiEG BUS i n  













C OE FF 
POINT 
COEFF 
C Y E X O S  
CVEXOSC 
CVXOYEN 
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OF; FfiOls. Q3:tLn-Y 
June 198: ; EXT O S  REG VOLTAGE in 
0.0,0,05359 
; EXT 0.q OIlEld VOLTAGE i n  
$ O.Q,O.CS896 
; X P W R  A W FORHARD POkTZR d n  
; XPNOR A RF REFLECTED POWER i n  
; XPNDR 6 RF FOR WAR^ POWER In 
; XPEJDR B RF REFLECTED POWER i n  
L 
, - .7247€- 3 ,  .lOfi'lE-l I .6326€-4 ,- .I 448E-5 .1035E=7 ,-.21 OJE-'I 0 
, e5437E-2, .405OE-2,-.3989E-3, ,3398E-5.1. A093E-8 
O e O ,  .2692E-1 
, .7592E-3, .2429E-2, .2259E-3, -2560E-7, -931 IE-9, .9789E-10 
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NARROW BAND TAPE RECORDER (FBTR) “3amY CALE’Et?A2’fDN DATA 
The cal ibrat ion curve coe f€ ic i ent s  for each telentetry point are controlled i n  
the data base. They are l i s t e d  alotr, with the uni t  s ec t ion  number where the 
sensor i s  located.  Tables showing the c o e f f i c i e n t s  may be obtained from the 
data base administrator. The tables show tel.emetry v o l t s  (counts) vs. 






S MBTR CON. DEF. 
C O E F F  
POINT 
C O E F F  
P 0I NT 
C d E F F  
POINT 
C O E F F  
POINT 
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
COEFF 
POINT 
C O E F F  
POINT 
COEFF 
P O I  KT 
COEFF 
POINT 
C O E F F  
P O I  NT 
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  




P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I  MT 
C X F F  
POI Id'r 
COEFF 
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
FOX idT 
C O E F F  
POI EfT 
COEFF 
P O I N T  
COEFF 
p e l  MT 
Nl8S50f ; 
MlAS80T 
N1 ASEOT ; 
MlASEOT , 
MlMTRI  ; 
NIrnRI , 
NIPlEtlC ; 
t # l P l & %  , 
N l P 2 E  # 
N l P Z E N C  
N1P3EK ; 
NlP3EWC 
N1 P R E E L  ; 











N1 S P E E D  ; 
N l S P E E D  , 
MI SEEL ; 
NlSREEL , 
N1 SIACH ; 
NlSTACH 
Al SVERR ; 






1 1 2 m x  










DARY BOT SEHSOR in 
0.0.02 
S~COHDARY EOT SENSOR t n  
0 .02 
MOTOR CURREMT In 
0 ,o .02 
ENCODER SENSOR P ~ ~ ~ ~ Y  NO. 1 J n 
0, .02 
EilCODER SENSOR P R I M R Y  NO. 2 i n  
0, .02 
ODER SENSOR PRIMARY NO. 3 s'n 
REEL P R I P A R Y  SEblSOR In 
TER SENSOR - PRIMARY i n  
+5'( P O E R  i n  vo l t s  
0,o .2QCiOE-07 
E'%ODEW m 4 S Q R  S€COHDARY ?do. 1 i n  
0, *02 
EhCODER S N S O R  SilCBN5ARY NO. 2 in 
0, .02 
ENCODkR SENSOR ~ ~ C Q ~ ~ A R Y  NO. 3 I n  
0, .02 
MOTOR SPEED f n  
REEL ~ D U ~ D h H T  SENSOR i n  
-3.0,0.144 
0 , o m  
0, .02 
T E R  SENSOR - SECONDARY i n  
RECORDER NO. 7 SERVO ERROR i n  
SECONDARY BOT SENSOR i n  
SECONOMY EOT SENSOR i n  
MOTOR ClJRRENT i n  
EIXODER SEFGOR PliIM&RY NO. f i n  
E R  SENSOR PRIMARY NO. 2 i n  
EEEODER SENSOR P ~ I ~ ~ R Y  Mb. 3 i n  








n i  I F 
c 
POIMT 
















; REEL U ~ n U ~ ~ A ~  SENSOR i n  
, 0,.02 
TER SENSOR - ~ C O f ~ ~ A R Y  i n  
, 0,.02 
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The ca l ibrat ion curve c o e f f i c i e n t s  for each ealeaetz-y point  ars coatrolled in 
the data base. They a&;e listed along with the unit  sect ion number where the 
sensor i a  located. Tables shoving t he  coefficients may be obtained from the 
data base administrator. The tables show telemetry volts (counts) vs. 
engineering u n i t s .  
* . * . M r 6 * Q * Q * ~ ~ - f i f * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ * * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * * ~ ~ * * % ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~  * k+***!< 
.* 
.* 0 B C R E P 0 R T : ACS%Ol -ACS .* 
; * ~ * * * * * * * J r k + * * * ~ * * * * ~ * ~ * * * ~ * ~ * * * * ~ * ~ * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * ~ *  
bEFINE OTHETAX ,0.0,8.33763E-10 ;UNITS: RADIAN DSP:DEGREE HX:I *79049E+00 #I 
DEFINE OTHETaZ ,O.0,8.33763E-10 ;UNITS: RADXAR, 0SP:DEGREE WX:I .79049€+0Q #3 
DEFIIIE OTHETAY ,0.0,8.33763€-10 ;UblITS:RADIAti D P : D E G R E E  MX:1.79049E40 #2 
DEFINE OHGX ,O.O,~.81250E-O3 ;UNITS:COUNTS DSP:COUlJTS ffX:1.67772€@7 #4 
DEFl NE ONGY ,0.0,7.8125E-03 ;UHITS:COUNTS DSP:COUSdlS MX:1.67772E-@7 # 5  



















,U,O ,0 ,33763~-10  
,O .0,8*33763E-10 
,0.0,8.33763E-10 
,O .O ,& . 3 3763E -1 0 
,0.0,8.33763€-10 
,O .O ,8 - 3 3 7 6 3  -10 
,0.0,1.06728-07 
,0.0,1.06722€-07 
,O.O ,1 .06722%-07 
,O .O *9 J1323E-10 
,O.O ,9.31323E-10 
,O .O ,9.3132X-10 
DO. 0 ,9.  31 32 3E-10 
;UNITS: RAD/CY DS:DEG/CY 
;UNITS: MD/CY DSP: DEGJGY 
;UNITS: RWD/CY DSP:DEG/CY 
;UIIITS: WD/SE rj 
;UNITS: RhD/SE DSP:DEG/!X 
;UNITS: RfD/SE DSP: DEG/SE 
;UNITS: RADIAM USP:DEGWEE 
;UNITS: RADIAN D S I "  DEGREE 
;uws: RADIAN D 
;UNITS:N.D. D 
;UNITS: N.D. DSP: N. D.  
;UNITS: N.D. USF: N.D. 
;UNITS:M.D* DSP:N.D. 
:I .790$9E40 f13  
HX:1.79049E900 114 
1%: 1.79049Ed)O I 1  5 








* *****************~***Jnf**f*********.AhJr*Bt**t.k*.afc **2r*.'-**a** 
.* 
. f  
.* 
. * * ~ * * * Q * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ ~ * * * * * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * * ~ : ~ * * * * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ * * ~ * * * ~ * ~ ~ ~  
* 0 B C R E P 0 R T : A C S 9 3  -ACS 
DEFXNE UEPDI ,0.0,9.31323E-rQ ;tlt\iITS: N.D. OSP: N.3. ? ~ : ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~  623 
# 
DEFI NE OEP D2 NX 2.000OOE-c00 #24 
DEFINE OEPD3 ,0.0,9.31323E-10 ;UNIYS:N.D. DSP:N.D. MX:2.000C)OE+00 #25 
DEFIIIE OEPW ,O.O ,9 .;I 323E-10 ;UNITS: N.D. DSP: 1J.D. PX: 2 .00000E+OO t26 
DEFINE OEPC1 ,0.0,9.31323E-10 ;UNITS:N.D. DSPZI4.D. MX:Z.OOWOE+OO 827 
DEFINE OSPC2 ,O .O ,9.31323E-I0 ;UNITS: N. D.  DSP: N.D.  M)(: 2.00000E+OO W28 
DEFINE O@C3 ,0.0,9,31323E-P0 ;UNITS:N.D. D S P : N . D .  MX:2.OOOOOEjOO 829 
DEFI NE OEPC4 ,O .0,9.31323E -1 0 ;UNITS: N. D D S P :  M D. 1 % :  2.00000E+OO d30 
DEFINE OEIX ,0.0,7.45058E-09 ;UNITS:RAD*SE DSP:WD"SE MX:1.60000Ec01 #31 
DEFINE OEIY ,0.0,7.45058-09 ;UNITS:MD*S OS': RAD*SE fD(:I .GOOOOE+OI #32 






. * * * ~ * * * ~ * * J c * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * . ~ *  
D E F I X  OEDbX ,U.O,2,33419E-O7 ;UPIITS:R%C*? 9 9 :  RgC"2 %: 5,72UOUE-#2 ij3.1 
DEFINE 0EDlY ,0.0,2.39419E-07 ;UNbfS:RSX*2 DSP:RSECY 1?,X:5,12W0Z+42 835 
* 0 0 C R E P 0 R T : A C S a 4  -ACS* 
9 
DEFINE O E I Z  >O. 0 7.4 505 EE -09 ; U N  1 T 5 : RSD" SE G SP PAD" 9 ?*!X : 1 e GO% OE 4 1  $3 3 
D E F I  HE OEDI z ,o .o ,2.3a41 ~ E - O  7 ;UNITS:  RSEC*Z DP : RSEC*~P 1%: 5 .I zoooiia2 d36 
DEFINE OTW MX : 2 .OOOO OE -cfl O 83 7 
DEFINE OTCIZ ,0.0,9.31323E-10 ;UNITS:N.D. DSP:FI.D. MX:Z.OUOOOEd00 #33 
,O .O 1) 9.3 '1 32 3E - 1 0 ; U N I TS : N -13. D SP : ?a. D . 
DEFINE OTtN ,O .O ,9.3? 323E-10 ;UNITS: t.l.5 e OS?: i4.D. f%:2.00000E.t00 f38 


















,O .O ,5.33639E-O8 
*o .o "5.336G9E-438 
,O.O ,5.33609E-08 
,0.0,5.33609€-0(; 
.I) ,3 "3350 §E -09 
,O .O ,3.33509-09 
,0.0a3.33505E-09 
,0.0,3.33505E-09 
,O .O ,4.1638 2E -1 0 
,O . 0,4 -1 6882E -1 0 
,O .O ,4.6566lE-l0 






DEFENE 52 ,0 .O ,4.88281E-Q 
CEFXME S ,O .0s6.1 33%3%5 
F%WE OkGXD1 ,0.Os6.1Q352E-05 
eZNE O%XD2 ,0,0s6.10352E45 
IHE OiGYD1 ,O.Q $6 . ? E 5 8 9 0 5  
DEFIE OkGYD2 ,O .O ,6 '1035 
DEFINE OkiGZDI ,0.0,6.7035 
OEFPNE OGaGZD2 ,O .O ,6.1035 ; U NITS : C OUMTS DS' : COUNTS 
E **jc-)Pk***-kMr+&******M#rk*Wr* . ** 
.* 0 B C . R E P 0 R T ACS%& -ACS* 
;*************************************9&***** 
DEFW QTII~WEILY ,o.o ,5.9604~-08 ;UNITS: SECOND wsp: SECOND IWI .28ooos+w #a9 
. ** 
DEFINE 0TIWNi.X ,0.OS9.96046E-08 ;UNITS: SECOPdD DSP:SECOND t4X:I .28000E42 




.............................................................. . ** 
.* . ** 
.******~********~*****~****.*lrBjnc***********~*n***.nn********* 
I 0 U C R E P 0 A T : EPH%01 -EPIIEFl* 
[;EFINE OEWi3RF1 ,O.O ,3.90625E-03 ;UldITS:P'ETERS DSP: TERS MX:8.38869E.r436 #I32 
D E F I NE OE ffi B R f 2  ,O . 0 , 3 e 9 06 25E -0 3 TERS RX: 8.38861 E a 6  #133 
DEFINE OEOGBRF3 ,O.O ,330625E-03 ;UtJITS:ETERS DSP: TERS f%:E.38861Ea36 #134 
DEFINE OEOGBVFl ,O.O,3.72529E-O9 ;UNITS:#WS/SEC DSP:KWSEC f!X:8.OOOOOE+OO #135 
DEFINE CEOGBVF2 ,0.0,3,72529&-09 ;UNITS:KEVSEC DSP:KFS/SEC ? ~ : 8 . ~ ~ ~ ~ € ~ ~  #I36 
DEFINE OEC§B\BF3 ,0.0,3.72529E-O9 ;U!IITS:Kf?/SEC OSP:KI.I/SEC I.D::8.00000E+QO #I37 
;********~*****Bb.PA***********~~***********~**************** 




. *si . *.*3L~Jrt*~,**ri.~15*+4-JF~.it***B****~+-~-A*-kBB-lr,?~*~*k*t-k*9***-kXBira 
8 0 B C A E P 0 R T : EPH'Y02 -EPHM* 
~ F Z K  OECGB~~GI , Q . O J . ~ O S ~ ~ E - O J  ;UMTS:FETERS ssP:rErss ~ ~ ~ : ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~  813~; 
DEFItiE OEGBG2 ,0.0,3.90625E-03 ;UNXTS:PIETERS D!P:METEWS H:8.38861 E46 #139 
DEFINE OEOGBRG3 ,Oe0,3.SO625E-03 ;UNITS:ETEAS DSP:!ETERS ~ : ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 6  furl40 
OEFl liE OE OG B'd E? VX 8.000GOE +4 0 #l41 
DEFINE OEKBQG2 ,Oe0,3.725229E-09 ;UNILTS:KM/'SEC D$P:KW.f/SEC ~ : E . O O ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ O  #?42 
,O .0 ,3 .7  252S"E -4 9 U N 173 : KCV SEC D 9 K,V SEC 
DCF I NE O E G B V G ~  ,o .o ,3.7 2 5 2 9 ~  -0 9 ; u NITS : ~ r t /  SEC  si, : KW SEC m : 8 .C;OOOOE+OO ~ 1 4 3  
A. 6-5 
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t . ** 
.* O B C  R E P 0 R T : E P  
6EFPNE OEEVCSE ,0,0,6.i0352E-05 ;UKrS:&D.  DSI"J:I;.G, EX:] ..?LIUSS,E.tCrS #I44 
DEFINE OEGYSHE ,O.G,6.1035H-05 ;UMITS:H.M. D ! P : N . f l ,  f4'i.o(:7.3i872E1415 #145 
DEFIttE O E G V A R E  ,0.0,6.70352E-05 ;UNITS:W.D. DSP: H . D .  !%:I .3I072E+a #146 
DEFINE 0ECR;VGTE ,0.0s6.1035ZE-05 ;UNITStN.D. D9:RI.D. MX:l.31072E&5 8147 
DEFINE OEOGVF7D ,0.0,6.i0352E-05 ;UNITS:M.D. 0SP:N.D. MX:1.31072E-d)5 
DEFINE OEffiVNFR ,0.0,6.10352E-05 ;UNIYS:N.D. D9:M.D.  !%:I .31072E-d)5 
. ** 
***&OO***Jnr***-l&***-8;s*** ~ ~ * * - P ~ ~ ~ * * ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ * * * ~ ~ *  
DEFINE OE(lGVL0S ,0.0,6.1035ZE-O5 ;UNITS:N.D. 0SP:N.D. MX:1.31072E+05 #I50 
s 
.******.M*******************W***;ht*;ht~********~** . ** 
.* 0 B C R E P 0 R T : EPtl"d14 -EPHEM* . ** 
.**Mrft*t*i&QWO*******************?wc*****+***.Wt**X** 
k I N E  OEOGVFAL ,0.0,6.10352E-05 ;UNITS:N.D. DSP:N.D. MX:1.31072E9O5 #153 
DEFIIIE OECG'JTAL ,0.0,6.10352E-05 ;UNITS:N.D. D S P : N . D .  MX:l.31072E+05 #15? 
DEFINE OEOGWPU ,0.0,1.86265E-09 ;UNITE:N.D. DSP:N.D. MX:4,00000E40 t753 
DEFIEIE OEOGWG ,0.0,1.86265E-09 ;UNITS:N.D. D . 9 : H . D .  f%:4.00000E+00 #154 
DEFINE OEOGWT ,0.0,1.86265€-09 ;UNITS:N.D. DSP:N.D. MX:1.00000E+00 #155 
, 
f****mt-k****************i7~*&******X******& * * , * *  k*?L.***QQ*** . ** 
.* . ** 
. + . k k f * t f ~ t t * X * . A - f + . k . k k * * f * ~ r * ~ * ~ ~ ~ * * * * ~ ~ * * * ~ * * * ~ ~ * . x ~ ; + B * i * * a * j :  
, 0 B C R E P 0 r< T : EPHa5 -E?HE?f.'r 
9 
iEFIHE OEOGBPTl ,O.O ,3.12500E-02 ;UNITS: TEPS DSP:ETERS MX:6.75089Et07 t156 
DEFINE OE13GBPT2 ,O.O ,3.12500E-02 ;UMITS:METERS D S P :  f-fETERS 1%: 6.7108gEt07 #157 
DCFIHE OLIOCBPTl ,O .0,3.12500€-02 ;UNITS:METERS D9:METERS I-%: 6.71089Et07 #I59 
DEFINE OWGBPT3 ,0.0,3 .? 2500E-02 ;UNITS: IlETESS DSr3:fETEhb fH: 6.71089Ew #167 
DEFINE OEOGBPT3 ,0.0,3.12500E-02 ;UNXTS:ETERS DSP:ETERS !4X:6.71089E+07 #I58 
DEF I NE 0 WOGBP T2 EIX: 6.7 1 08 9E +(IO7 #16 0 , 0 . 0 ,3 .I 250 OE -C2 ; UN I TS : PETERS DSP : ETERS 
9 
; * * * * *~*** * * * * * * * * j rkr tX*** * * * * * * * * f * * * * * * * * *~* - l r * * * * * * f * * * * * * *  




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9 
;€FINE OEOGWTE3 ,O.O ,la280O0E+O2 ;UNITS:MSEC DS?:M%EC HX:2.?4878E+ll 8162 
DEFINE OEOGNTT3 ,0.0,1.28000E+02 ;UNITS:MS€C DSP:MSEC t%.2.74878E+11 #163 
DEFINE OEOSlbdTTE ,D,O,I .28000E+02 ;UNITS:MSEC DSP:MSEC MX:2.74878€+11 ii164 
DEFINE OEGWTIW ,0.0,1.2800E-eO2 ;UMITS:tblSC DSP:MSfC !IX:2,76878E+1 f #I65 
A .  6-6 







f * -  
.* O B C  R F : P O R T : A H T % O I  
DEFEWE OEAMA ~ O . ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ O ~ ~ E ~ 9  ;UPtZTS:'tsRTS OSP:V?XTS t P S i : l . # ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
EEFIE' QEWNE ,O.O,? .4505E49 ;Ub!ITX:V 
0 ,0.0,7.4505@-09 ;UNITS:V 
S ,0.0,7.4505&-09 ;UNITS:V :1.6000OE+01 #172 
DEFINE OEEBSC ,O.O ,7.45058-09 ;UHITS:\IRTS DSB:\lfRTS tpc(:1.40000€+01 P173 
DEFINE OESSE , o . o , ~ , K ~ o ~ ~ E - o ~  ;UMITS:VOLTS DSWOLTS m : ~  . O ~ O O E ' ~ C ) I  t174 
DEFINE OTHANE ,O.Os1.19209E47 ;UNITS:DEER€E 0P:DEGREE MX:2.%0OOE+02 %176 
DEFINE OTWAZ ,O4O,1.19209E-=O7 ;UNITS:DEGREE DSP:DEGKE f%:2.560QOE42 %177 
BEFIME OTHEL ,Oe0,1.19209E-07 ;UHITS:DEGREE D 9 : D E G R E E  E"C(:2.56000E+02 #178 
DEFINE OQPANA ,0.0,2.13443€-07 ;UNITS: RADIAH D 9 : D E G R E E  MX:4.56366Es02 P179 
t 
~ * . P r k . J T * ~ ~ * * * ~ ~ * ~ * * ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ * ~ * ~  
DEFXNE OTWANA ,O.Olf .19209E-07 ;UNITS:DEGREE DSP:D€GWE MX:2.56WOE+02 #175 
DEFINE OE2PANE ,0.0,2 -1 3443E-07 ;UNITS: UDI AM 09: DEGIL'E HX: 4.58366E-1432 t180 
DEFINE ODASGAN ,O.O,I .19209E-07 ;UNITS:DEGREE DSPtDEGRCE MX:2.56000E402 #I81 
DEFINE ODESCAN ,O.O,I .19209€-07 ;UNITS:DEGREE D P : D E G l i E E  t-C(:2.56000E+02 %18? 
DEFINE OZEEJANG ,o.o J .19209~-07 ;UNITS:DEGREE DSP:DEGREE K A : ~  . 5 6 0 0 0 ~ 4 2  8183 
DEFINE OFlCSlEW ,0.0,6.10352E-05 ;UNITS:N.D. D 9 : N . D .  Ety:1.31072E+05 #184 
i 
9 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  




DEFINE OIU'ASTEP , o . o , ~ . ~ ~ o ~ ~ E - o ~  ;UMTS: STEPS DSP: STEPS m : ~  .~XWXI~ t18t; 
OEFItiE OHESTEP ,G.0,5.96046E-08 ;UtJiTS:%"S GSPZSTEPS f*lX:I .28@0X+O;! d18G 
DEFINE otm.mm ,o.o , 5 . 9 6 0 4 ~ ~ - 0 a  ;UNITS: STEPS DSP: STEPS MX: 1.28QOOE42 #187 
DEFINE OEIRECEID ,O.U,5.96046E-48 ;UEIITS:STff S DSP:STEPS !%:I .28000€402 #I88 
DEFINE OrKTCWD ,0.0,5.96046€-08 ;UNITS: STEPS DSP: STEPS t4X:l.28000E+02 #189 
DEFINE OFEAW ,0.0,7.45058E-09 ;UNITS:VOLTS DSP:VOLTS Ea(:l.60000E+Ol #190 
DEFINE OFEAUE ,0.0,7.45058E-09 ;UfIITS:VOLTS 0SP:VOBTS MX:1.60000Et.01 #191 
DEFINE OFESTS ,O.Op7.45058E-09 ;UNITS:VOLTS DSP:VOLTS t~:l.600OOE.tQ1 #192 
DEFINE OANTADV ,0.0,1.19209E-07 ;UNITS:DEGREE DS?:DOEGREE !%:2.56000€+02 f194 
; ** 
;* 0 B C R E 0 R T : A N E O 3  -APCM* 





k F I  NE OEPAEl ,O .O ,9.31323E-10 ;UNITS: N. D. DSB: N. D. MX: 2.00000E-t00 #19 5 
DEFIHE OEPAR ,O.O ,9.31323E-I0 ;UliiTS:N.D. !IF: N . G .  W51: 2.000COE.40 ii""i9G 
DEFIEdE OFPAE3 ,0.0,9.31323E-10 ;UHXIS:N.D. 9SP:N.D. f , ~ ~ : ~ ~ G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  #I97 
DEFINE OEPAE4 ,fi 3 $9.31 323E-10 ;UII:TS:H.D. 9S": M .D. t%:2,00000E&0 $1 9C 
DEFINE OTHECMD ,0.0,1 .19209E-O7 ;UNITS: DEGREE DSP:DEGREE f.ll(:2.56000E42 8200 
DEFIHE OBWNE ,O .O , 3  .7252$E-O9 ;UNITS:N.D. DSP: N.D. ~ : 8 . 0 0 0 0 0 E t ~ O  d202 
DEFINE OTHACIKI ,G.3,1.192Q9E-07 ;UNITS:DEGREE DSPZDEGREE MX:2.56000&42 #I99 
DEFINE OGAMk ,0.0,3.72229!~-09 ;UfiITS:V.D. DSP:t4.De ~ : 8 . O O O O O ~ ~ O  $201 
DEFINE OYANA ,0.0,2.98023E-08 ;UEIITS:N.D. DSP:N.D. MX:6.4000CE+Ol #203 
DEFl NE OY ANE ,O .O ,2.98023€ -08 ;U t.IITS N . D . DSP ; N . 0 . la G .40OOOE+al #204 
GA ,O.O,I .45519&-11 ;UNITS:RADIAII DSP:RADIAN MX:3.925QOE-02 ri2L5 
, 
SW-l0266/3a 
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BpFErnIx A.7 
PRODlKSlOM MfXNK+E ( 
The cal ibrat ion  CUE^ c s ~ f  f cfcnts for o&lctpi teleiaetry 
sensor 1s located. Tables s b w i n g  the c o e f f i c i e n t s  may be obtained fro= the 
data bast administrator. The tables  show telemetry v o l t s  (counter) VB. 
engineering units. 






C O E F F  
POI hfp 
C O E F F  
POI m 
C O E F F  
P O I  Mf 
C O E F F  
P O I  rn 
C O E F F  
POI m 
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I  MT 
C O E F F  
P O I  MT 
C O E F F  
P O I  E T  
COEFF 
P O I N T  
COEFF 
P O I  fiiT 
C O E F F  
POI Err 
COEFF 
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I  FQT 
C O E F F  
POI hiv 
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
POI AlT 




C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I  t4-T 
C O E F F  




E A M A T C  ; 
E A N G E M  , 
E A P A T C  ; 






Z E A R W C  
ZEBNATC ; 
ZEBMATC , 
Z E Z N G E N  ; 
ZEGNGEN , 






Z E B M C  ; 
ZEBRMTC , 
Z F U L P S I  ; 
Z F U L P S I  , 
ZMTREUS ; 





Z L V W R S  ; 
ZLVDVRS 9 
ZRA4ATC ; 
Z R P M T C  , 
2 R M C  TC ; 
ZRP3.CIC , 




ACS D I R E C T  CBliTR I!QUTS € ~ ~ ~ I ~  
ATION CONTROL EWDISA 
O,O.O2 
0.0.02 
PM A NEG ATP CONT REM A / C  EWWDI.% 
A NEG ATT CONT TORQ P U L S E  GEM 
P O S  All C O N  REM A/C EWDISA 
P O S  A l l  CO#T TORQ P U L S E  GEN 
O,O1O2 
PE A 40/100/280?4S PULSE SELECT' 
0.0.02 
c,0.02 
PE B NEG ATT 
0,0.02 
PK E NEG A 7 1  
Q,O,lj2 
P f E  B P O S  A n  
0,0.02 
P& B P O S  AlT 
0,0.02 
0.0.02 
8 40/100/'280 E4S P U L S E  S E L E C T  
PTd B T R  COHT E b l  A,C/B ,D ENA/DISA 
0,O.W 
FUEL TANK PRESSIJKE 
0,2.00 
P R ~ / R E D U ~ ~ D  HTR BUS E W D i S A  
0.0.02 
L ~ T C H  y w m  1,2,3 OPEHICLOSED 
O,O.G2 
LATCH VALVES 4,5,6 O P E W C L O S E D  
0,0.02 
PPE A/R LATCH VALYE DRIVER E!JFJDIS=A 
0,0.02 
REF: A A T T  CONTROL "MRUSTERS OWOFF 
0,0.02 
RE19 A / C  T R A N S  COt. l l  THRUSTERS O W O F F  
0.0.02 
CM B ATT COWTRCI? THRUSTERS ON/OFF 
0.0.02 



























C O E F F  
POINT 





















a RCL THRUSTERS OWOFF 
, 0,8.02 
in deg, centigrade 
,-4,93429&-5 , I .  127%-8 
; REM B TUP 1 ( P E - A )  in decj. cent igrade 
142 9 g-’l .4127,7.27SCE-3 .-I a41 E8E-5 57,4ZB9E-9 
PXN R TEFP 2 (PiE-A) i n  deg. Celit igPade 
, 142 e 5’1 3 ,-I -4’127 e 7.2784E-3 , - I .  91 68E-5 7.488SE-9 
; R E M  C TEW f (PIE-k) dttg. c ~ ~ t i g r a d e  
142.5l 9 ,-I .4127,7.278$E-3 ,-I .3168E-5 +? .4885&-9 
142.51 9,-1.4127,7,2?84E-3 ,-1.9168E-5,9.4&89E-9 
142.519,-1.4127 .2734E-3 ,-I .9168E-5,7.4889E-9 
; EM C TEKP 2 ( P M - A )  i n  deg. cent igrade 
; REM D TEMP 1 ( P K - A )  i n  deg. cent igrade 
; PXM D TEFP 2 (P - A )  i n  3eg. cent igrade 
; TANK 1 T W  in deg. cent igrade 
; TANK 2 T U P  fn deg. cent igrade 
; TANK 3 TERP i n  deg, cent igrade 
, 142.51 9 $ - I  A127 ,7.2784E-3 , - le  9168E-5 7.48 
, 115.089,-1.5821 1.19M5E-2 ,“1.9342%-5 ,?.127%8 
, 115,089,-1.5821,1.19945E-2,-4.93429E-5,7,1279E-8 
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The cal lbrat ion curve c o e f f i c i e n t s  for  each teK.ermt~~ p i n t  Z J K ~  cont ro l led  i n  
the data base. They are l i s t e d  along with the un i t  section number where the 
sensor i s  located. Tables showing the c o e f f i c i e n t s  m y  be obtained from the 
data base administrator. The tables show telemetry v o l t s  (counts) vs. 
engineering un i t s .  








































U5 VBP W R 
U5VBPMR 
U5 VBP I4 RO 
U5V BP WRO 
UT1 MFIS 

















; SC ii CU +25V A P O E R  i n  volts 
; SC ti CU +25V 8 POKR i n  volts 
; SC & CU +5V A P O E R  i n  vol ts  
; SCU A OFF i n  
0,0,0.04 
; SC & CU +5V B POKR i n  volts 
, 0.0,0.04 
; SCU B OFF i n  
, 0.0,0.04 
; SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE TE 1 i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE TEEP 2 i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; SPACECMFT STRUCTURE TEfP 3 i n  deg, centfyrade 
; SPACECRAFT STIWTURE TEPP 4 i n  de$* cenzigrzde 
; SPACECRAFT STRl!:;YUIIE TEfP 5 i n  deg. centigrade 
, .1005E+3,-.212fiE+T I .2547E-i ,-,1777E-3, .6T55E-GS-.M37E-9 
; SPACECMFT STRUCTURE TEW 6 iia deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RIU 04W TEMPERATURE i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RIU 048 TEWERBTUE i n  deg. c c n t i g r a d e  , 123.41 ,-2.073, .02265739 ,-,.OOO I514293 .5173663E-06,-.7i63077E-09 




, .1005E+3,-.2128E+f, .2547€-1,-,1777E-3, .6155E-6,-.8437E-9 
, .1005E+3,-~2128E+1,.2547€-1,-.1777E-3,.6155E-6,-.8437E-9 
, .1005E+3 ,- .212EE+l .25/1?F_-1,-,1777E:-3, .6755E-6 ,-.84-37E-9 
, .7005E+3 $ -  .2128f+-f .2%47E-19-,1777E-d, ,6155F-6 ,-.8a,37E-9 
, 
, 123.41 ,-2,073, .02265739,-.000;514293, .51?36533-06,-.7163077E~9 
.1005E+3 9-  .2128E+f, .2547E-1 ,-.,I 777E-3, .6155E-6 ,-.8437€-9 
, 123.41 , -2 .073 , .02265739 , - .00~15~~~ , .517366E-6 ,~~716~~E~9  
SVS-1026 6 /  3A 
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6.8 - 1 7  
’.* .... . . . . . . 
rl^FPEMlC: A*? 
MGDULAR POWER SYS‘EH (WS) TELEXETRX CALZLf3RA’fIQFI DATA 
The ca l ibrat ion curve coe f f i c i ent s  €or each telemetry pof i t  are controlled in 
thc data base. They are l i s t e d  along with the unit  sect ion number where the 
sensor i s  located.  Tables showing the c o e f f i c i e n t s  m y  be obkained f*:otu the 
data base tdministrator.  The tables  show t e l e m t r y  v o l t s  (counts) 3’s. 
engineering uni ts .  
LSD-WPL- 2 6 3  
* S C O W .  DEF. 
D 
0 
PM PQIM DEF . 
Phi ~YT 
COCFF 
P 01 WT 
COEFF 
P O I N T  
COEFF 
POI MT 
C O E F F  
POINT 
C O E F F  
POINT 
COEFF 
P O I N T  
C O E F F  






C OE FF 
P 01 HT 
C OE FF 
POINT 














P 01 MY 
CbEFF 
POI MY 
C O E F i  
POI MT 
COEFF 
5 0 1 ~ ~  
' COEFF 









P I B l L O  













P l I K O  
PI It4-c 
P I S 1  
P 1sA1 
P I SA2 
P I S 2  
3 i S C l j  
PXSZCS 
PITLl 
P 1 T L 2  
P ITLE 
f" I TL3 
B I TL3 
PITL4 











P T i l A E 2  
PTPPA 





P O I H V  












C OE FF 
POINT 


























































P V S A C B  
PVXACD 
2 f n  deg. c ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~  
TIS TEPP 3 i n  deg. cerr%tgrnde 
-1 .77372 .5f 86671 D-1.2746E4 ,J  .65? 6€-7 ,4 ,981 WE-1 0 
* 95.3429,-1.?7372, .Q%86578 ,-I .27 .65"8E -7 * 981 08%-10 
; b%3fJ TEb8 4 f R  &g. C e n t l  ?" 
-1.77372 .Of 86677, 
1 i n  deg, c m t l q r a d e  
-1.77372,.0186671 *-1.27 
'2 i R  Beg. C e R t f  C3d.e 
-1 -77372, .018667 9 ,--1.274-5E4,4.6516E-7 ,-6.98?88E-10 
3 i n  deg. cen t ig r i ide  
i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
-1 -77372, .0186471,-1.2~~46E-4,4.6514E-7 ,-6e981Q8E-10 
-1.77372, .0186571 .-I .2746E-J,1$.6516E-'i ,-6,98108E-10 
, 95.3439,-i .77372, .0186671~-1~2746E~,4 .651~E-7 , -6 .~810~E-10 
; MTV" 1 3RC ELECTRrtDE VCbTAGE i n  v o l t s  
, OJ.0 
; BATT 2 3RD ELECTROajE VOLTALE i n  v o l t s  
3 3RD ELECTROW VOLTAGE i n  vo l t s  
f R  deg. C@ntf$Ffld@ 
* c1,2.0 




; %Tt 2 VOiiiTAGE in 
; MTT 3 VOLTAGE i n  
; &1W 1 DIFFEEMHTIAL VOLTAGE tn 
; WTT 2 DIFFERENTIAL V X T A G E  i n  
; EATT 3 DIFFERENTIAL V3tTAGE i n  
; LOAD BUS VOLTAGE i n  
, -700,5.6 
, - i O O , 5 . 6  
, -7O0,5.6 
0,0.16 
W A R  X2%Y &IS YOLTAhl: i n  
; S C W  KiX CON A VOLTAGE i n  
















r- . ,  






















9 -- -."--re- 
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APPElu'DLk: A.10 
SOLAR ARXAY DRIVE ARB POhXK TM"%ESSlOiJ A S S W L Y  (SAgAPTA) 
TELEMETRY CALIBRATIOI? DATA 
See Appendix A.11 (PDU T e l e m e t r y  Calibration Data) for  SADAPTA telemetry 





. . ~ .  - .. .- . 
1s 
IN - 
t PDU 88PltaF DEF. 
POINT v s t s a s M  
P O I N T  Y A C S B I R d  
P O I N T  Y AGSPUff 
POIPlT T C S S a R T  
BOXNT YDEPLOY 
POINT YDPLO I A  
P O I N T  YOPLIMH 
P O I N T  YCIPLRET 
POINT Y D P L S T A  
P O I N T  YDPUPYR 
P O I N T  Y f  LAR IU 
P O I N T  YSLPP I U  
P O I N T  YFSflLNK 
POINT Y G P S P M R  
P O I N T  Y H N S H T R  
P O I N T  Y I D X S G A  
P O I Y T  Y I f i X S G B  
P G I N T  Y LEJPOS 
POXt lT  Y L t i S E L  
P O I Y T  Y L S D W O D  
P Q Z M T  Y V 3 A S T A  
P O l & T  Y W S B S T A  
P O I U T  Y H S A P Y R  
POIhlT y n S F r P ~ p  
P O I Y T  YHSHTD 
P O I N T  YP3UDIST 
P O X V T  YPDUELE 
POINT Y S A O C T L  
POIFdT Y S A O R T  
POINT Y S A D S H  
POIN? Y S A M S C L  
P O I N T  YSALOCZ 
P O I N T  Y S A P O S  
P O I N T  Y S 3 A P W R  
P O I N T  YS6BPMR 
POINT YSEGSIZl 
P O I M Y  Y S T t S L i Z  
POINT rsL17rrit-i 
P O I N T  r s k t o c r  
P O  I PJ Y Y 5 a c  T 
P O l f d t  Y$HWcYL 
POIbJT V S l i A H O 9  
POXMY YSHASO4 
POlkJtlO rswsaer 
P O I N T  ' D S H R C Y L  
P O I N ?  YF,HUH03 
POIUT YSHaSVA 
t SAFEHOLD & WACS S A f E H B h O  S t R k  Y E S d P l O  
I S A F E H O L O  R M A C S  SAFEWOLD S G N L  YES/NO 
I f O R H A T T E R / A D S  PISUER ON/OFF 
; SAFEHOLD A C S S  SAD R A T E  C O N T R O L  
i S A F E H O L D  fj C S S  S A 0  R A T E  C ~ ~ ~ O ~  
i D E P L O Y  RODE f U D / R E T R A C f  
? DEPLOY I N H I B l Y  L O G I C  E N A / O I S A  
S S A I L H  RETRACT ALLDU/DISALLOW 
t bEPhOY D R I W I N C P N O T  O R X V S N G  
i OPU FULL OM/STANDOY 
: PDU A Q I U  A l l 3  
; PDU B R I U  A/B  
; TH FSRL LINKS PUR E M A / D I S A  
; GPS PW? E N A / D I S A  
t H I F t G E  HCATERS O N I O F F  
f SAFEHOLS A A T  I N D E X  PQSITJON PfQ/'fES 
: SfIFEl4OL3 9 4 T  I F J C C X  P O S E P I O N  NQ6tES 
f t O U E 2  H f N G f  D E P t O Y 4 M O T  DCPLQY 
t L O V E R  H I N G E  S E L E C T / M Q T  S E L C C T  
: W O T U R  3 R V  r i S A O / D O O H 4 ]  E N A / I ) N W  
: H O T O R  D R Y  3 (SdD/DOOHB E N A / D I S A  
; M S S  FUR A L M h P 3 i s a  
; HSS P U R  D C N A / G I S A  
t #SS I/F E HTR E N b I D I S A  
: P D U  C L E C T R O N I C S  A / B  S E L E C T  
: S b O  R A T E S  NOT C O N T B O L L I ~ G / C O N T R O L L I ~ G  
$ SAff  I N H I D S T  L O G I C  E # A / O I S A  
i S O L b R  A R R B Y  O R I V C  R A V E  
f A R R R Y  HINGE SLLCCT/NQT S C L E C T  
t PDU S Y A T U S  MORD MOO 1 
SAD HOD: O R 9  I Y I S A F t P i Q L D  
: PDU S T A T U S  UORD NO4 3 
POU SYATUS U O R D  NO. 2 
: S O L A R  & K R B Y  P 3 S X T I O M  NO, t 
i S O L A R  A R R A Y  POSI[T1DIU NO. 2 
i S O L A R  B R R I Y  DEPLOYEO/MOT D E P L O Y E D  
i O A S B  PUR A E R I A / O I S A  
: DASP, PkrR i3 C N A E D f S A  
's SEG S G I I T C H  9 G P  %RO/L? 130 D C C  
i SAFEHOLD A C Y j l V A Y E  0 X S A I E N A  
f SAFEHOLD A COMPRBLBPfVG N O f Y E S  
t SAFEHOLO P O T S A d E N A  
G S&FfH@LD A A C T I V A T E  O I S B / E R I d  
: .SAFEHnLD B C O P i T A O L L % N G  N O P Y E S  
T C G  5 k l l T C H  1 G P  L E i l j / k T  !A0 DTG' 
S b F E t i V L O  A EAWYfi S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F R T ~ ~ ~  HOD!. 
S h F E H o L D  P tbHTH S N S R P Y N E Q T E B L  N O D E  
S i 1 F E H O t i )  9 O I S r \ / E N A  
P O I N T  Y T P S  
P O I N T  Y W 3 A H T R  . 
P O I Y T  Y U ? ! l H Y R  
POZNT YUJCBUS 
P O I h T  YU3CHTR 
P O I N T  YUNPOS 
? O I Y T  YU'HSEL 
P O I N T  Y V O L T 5  
F ' O l N T  Y X S z Y H T  - 
t II# SWW HOR Ptdk ~ N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
: SPARE WELAY 2 9US B / B U S  B 
f CMO ~ ~ f l ~ F ~ ~ ~ T 1 ~ ~  T l i C / T Q C  
: POU L O G I C  TEMP 
t T M  I R V t Z O V  M O N I T O R  
4 TU PUR A E N A / O ? S A  
i T M  PVR B EPlba/D1SA 
i PDU PUR SUPPLY TEPP 
: USS HYR S A  E A I Q I D T S A  
i USS H Y R  38  E N A / D I S I Z  
i USS HTR 3C M U S  AfPUS 8 
i USS HYR 5 C  E N A / O I S A  
; UPPCR H I N G E  Dl?PLOY/NOT DEPLOY 
; UPPER H I N G E  S E C E C T / N O f  S E L E C T  
; *5V S U P P L Y  V O L T A G f  
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P O X R  DISTLUBUTION UNIT (PDU) TFLEMETRY CALIBRATLOR DATA 
The c a l i b r a z i o n  curve c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  each  t e l e m e t r y  po in t  are c o n t r o l l e d  in 
t h e  data base. They are l i s t e d  a l o n g  v i t h  the u n i t  s e c t i o n  n w b e r  where t h e  
s e n s o r  is l o c a t e d .  Tab le s  showing tSe c o e f f i d e e r i t s  may 5e o b t a h e c '  from t k e  
d a t a  base adnrfn is t raeor .  The t a b l e s  show telemetry v o l t s  ( coun t s )  v s .  
eng inee r ing  u n i t s .  
This appendix a l s o  shows t e l eme t ry  c a l i b r a t i o n  poFnts f o r  the 
and BARDJA. 
SAXPTA, S4RD7A, 




















; SOLAR ARRAY 30SITICV4 NO. 1 w/Se .SW. Open, (Closed) 
, -8.0,0.76 (369.209, -0.83720933 
; S g A R  ARRAY POSITION NO. 2 W/Seo. S!d. Open, (Closed) , -8.0,0.76, (3651.209, -0.83720937 
; PDll LOGIC TEMP in deg. centigrade 
; TI4 18V/2OV HOMITDR in v o l t s  
; PDU PhlR SUPPLY TEFIP i n  deg. centr’grade 
; +5Y SUPPLY VOLTAGE in volts 






































DIGITAL PROCESSING UNIT (DPU) TELEHETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
The cal ibrat ion curve c o e f f i c i e n t s  for  each talemetry point are control led in 
the data base. They are l i s t e d  along with the wit seczfon number where the 
sensor is located.  Tables showing the c o e f f i c i e n t s  m y  be obtained from the 
data base administrator. The tables  show telemetry volke (counts) vs.  
engineering un i t s .  
LSD-WC-26 3 
, 
; DASB POINT BEF. 
DBU POINT DEF. 
P ~ N T  DCDHTMT ; CIDH-M DATA TPANSFER YES/NO 
POINT DPUTE ; DPU TEW fn deg. centigrade 









WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM (WBCS) "ELEMTRY C&ILIBRATZON DATA 
The cal ibrat ion cunre coefficients for each telemetry point are controlled i n  
the data base. They are l i s t e d  along with t h e  unft sect ion number where the 
8 e U S O r  i s  located. Tables showing the c o e f f i c i e n t s  may be obtained from the 
data base addni s tra tor .  The tables  show tejemetry v o l t s  (counts) va. 
engineering u n i t s .  
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k!K UP C 0 NT 
MRFEEDT 
\& RFE E DT 
h? ATMF R 
QATAZE R 
E' AT EL E R 




w AZM OTT 
W E  LMCT T 
WE L MOTT 




; MORDS 1/2 GDA AZIM POS i n  
0 ,021 97265 
; GDE REDUND SERIAL WORDS 1 AND 2 fo 
, 0 .02197265 
; MOR% 3/4 GDA ELEV POS i n  , 0, .02197255 
; GDE R E D U N D  SERIAL WORDS 3 AND 4 iR 
, 0, .02137265 
; RFC KU AUTOTRACK COMBINER FEED ASSY PEW i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RFC AT ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ C O ~ ~ E ~ T ~ ~  TEMP +Y PANEL i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RFC It! '*W?!CK FREg SOURCE TEP +Y PANEL i n  de . c e n t i g r a d e  
, .85324E+2 I)- -1 1854E+1, .6178OE-2 ,-. 12972E-4,-,5f63OE-a 
.853245"2,.".11854E+.'1~ ,6578'3E-2 ,-.12972E-4,-,5155aE-B 
.85324E-1.2,-.17854Ecl,.67180E-2 , - .12372F~,- .gq630E-O 
blBM A!J?ERACK RC'JR 'TEN' -X PWPiFL i n  dag. CeITti~Y'~tl~ 
)i .85324E+2 .I 1854E+9 .53?80E-2 s-l E 9 7 2 E 4 - .  5763OE-8 
; WBM PCU/DSU TEMP ( -X  PANEL) i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RFC PANEL (GDA MOUNT) TEW i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; HBM GIMBAL DRIVE ELECTRONICS TEMP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; WBM K U  FREQ SOURCE/DSU TEPP ilSU ; -X PANEL i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RFC KU-TWTA SIDE TEMP -Y PANEL i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RFC K U  DIPLEXER TEM? i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
, . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E + z , - . I ~ E z E + I  , .6i7ao~-2 ,-.12972~-4,-.51630~-8 
; RFC K U  WCOfNERTER TEMP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RFC PANEL (NEAR FEED) TEW i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
, ,a5324~+2 )... I 1854~+i  ,.a 7 8 0 ~ 2  ,- .129~2~-4,- .5i630~-8 
; ,'IUT~'WCY\ RLYR ~~~~~~Y PVlt'i ES',:tOk i n  
* O"L,Q.02 
* 0.0,0.02 
~ -. 51053~93, .12322~+2 ,-. I ~ ~ E O C I  1 2 5 4 5 ~ - 2  ,- , 4 3 7 8 2 ~ 4 ,  . w 6 7 ~ - a  
~ .a324~+2,- .11854~+1 , . a 7 3 ~ ~ - 2  ,- ,12972~-4,- .51~30~-a 
, . 853~4~+~ , - .11854~+1 , .6 i7ao~-2 , - . i 2972~-4 , - . 5 i63~~-8  
, .85324~cz,-.ii854~-1-' , ,617a0~-2 ,-.72972~-4,-.5763o~-a 
, .85324E+Z3-.11854E+l, .61780E-2 ,-.12972E-4,-.51630E-8 
, .85324E+2 ,-.I 1854E+I, .61780€-2,-.12972E-4,-.5163OE-8 
.85324E+2 9 - .  17%54E+1, .6178QE-2 ,-- 12972E-4,-.51630E-8 
, .85324E+2,-.11853E+lI ,61780~-2 ,-.12972E-4,-.91630E-8 
; AUTOTULX %Vi? PR1f;iARY ELEY ERRCk 
; AUTOTRACK RCYR PRI SIGNAL .STRENGTl1. i n  
; GflA AZIMUTH HOTOri TEPP PRIME i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; GOA ELEVliTIOtd MOTOR T W  P R I E  i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; i:U TKTA P R I M R Y  BUS CURREIdT i n  
; K U  TNTA P R ~ ~ ~ A ~ Y  HELIX UJRRENT i n  
, .85324E+2,-,11854E+7,.617056-2,-.12972€-4,-.57630E-8 
0.090r)E + 0.03t9 E-01 
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W RA ZMOT T 
WPJaZf4OT-r 
W RE LH OT T 
W RE L Pl OTT 
WRI U9AT 
HRIU9AT 
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; [IFC KU-TMTA BWSEPLATE TE i n  deg, c e n t i g r a d e  
, .85324E+2,-,11854E+1,~61 . I  2972E-4 ,- A63CE-8 
; FW2 COk'u' SEC V8LT M i N ,  ? ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  frt 
; WSft UQPSK ~ O ~ ~ U ~ ~ T O ~  T E N  -X PANEL + n  deg.  e e n t f g r a d e  
, 0,0.3347 
11854E+l, .67 730E-2 )-. 12972E+ ,-. 51630E -8 
. .85324E+2.-.11854E+l. .67780E-2 .-,?2972E-4.-.51630€-8 (+Y PANEL) in deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
I x MA P R ~ M R Y  BUS CURRENT i n  - . 0.6757E-1. .37358E-1.-.1924E-3. .9532E-6,-.2251E-8, .2708E-11 
5 HEM +X CO\dER TEH in deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; X TWTA PRIMARY HELIX CURREbJT i n  
; WBM X-TMTA BASEPLATE TEj'rrP PRIME i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; WBM +Z PANEL TEMP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; AUTOTRACK KYR REDUNDANT AZIM ERROR i n  
; AUTOTRACK RCVR REDUNDANT ELCI ERROR i n  
; A U T O T F X X  X'fR RED SIGP&!L STRENSTW iri 
; GDA AZIMUT'U tlOTGR TEEP REDUfiDANI in 
; GOA ELEYAIION I4OTOR TEfP REDUNDANT i n  deg. centigra& 
; RIU 098 TEW i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RIU 09B TEMP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; K U  TUTA REDUNDANT BUS CURRENT i n  
; K U  T U A  REDUEIDANT HELIX CURRENT i n  
; RFG K U - M A  BASEPLATE TEMP R E D  i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; PWR COIM SEC VOLT MON, REDUNDANT i n  
, 0,0.0347 
; X Tk'TA REDUEIDANT BUS C U R R E N T  i n  
; x :YTA F: ;L)u ;~Q~,~~T v u x  CUPF(;NT i o  
, . 8 m 4 ~ + 2  ,-.I i e 5 4 ~ + 1 ,  .617a0~-2 , - . 1 ~ 7 2 ~ - 4  , - . m 3 3 ~ - a  
, .a53z4~+2 ,-.I 1854~+1,  .61780~-2 ,-,72972~-4 ,-.51630~-8 
, .85324E+2,-.11854E+1,.617EOE-2,-.12972E~,-.5163OE-8 
, ,41023E-2 , .10752E-l .10398E-3 ,-,62325E-6, .16029E-8,-.1416E-I 1 
, .85324E+2 ,-.11854E+f ,.61780E-2 ,-.72972E-15,-.51630E-8 
, .85324E+2,-.11854E+l, .61780E-2 ,-.12972E-4 ,-.51630E-8 
, 0.0,0.02 
, O.O,O.G% 
-.89125Ec3, .247U6€+2,-.j3537EQ~, .22:%i;E-2 ,-,73217E--5, .947;5€-% 
.85324~+z,-.ii8~.si;-:.;-5 ~ .6:7a1~-2 , - ,12972~-4 , - .51630~-~  
, 
, .1234E+3,-.2073E+I, .2266E-1 ,-*I 514E-3,.5174E-~,-.7103E-9 
, .1234€+3,-.2073E+l, .2266E-1,-.1514€.-3, .5174E-6,-.7163E-9 
, O.Of'O!lE+2O. 0.036OE-01 
.85324&+2 ,- .1 I854Ei1, a 61 78OE-2 ,I. 12972E-4 ,-.51630E-8 
, 
, .85324E+2,-.11854E+1,.6178OE-2 ,-.12972E-4,-.51630E-8 
.41023E-2, .70752E-1~ .103WE-3 ,-.6232fE-6, .16029E-8,-.14163E-11 
, .6757E-?, .37358E-1,-.1924E-3, .9532E-6,-.2251E-8, .2108E-11 
*41 O23E-2, e 113152E-1, .?03'!BE-3 
WBM X-T'dTA &SEP'L.ATE TZiP kEU 
- .6232Z;T-6 % 
ii? dc.3. c e n t i g r h d e  
1602SF:-8 ,- .74IEE-7 1 
; RFC S P A R E  TEhtP 1 i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
, .85324E+Z,-.li854E+I ,.61:8br-2 ,-.72972E-4,-.5163GE-a 
; RFC S P A R E  T E E  2 i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; WBf4 X-THTA SIDE T E t F  i n  deq. c e n t i g r a d e  
; NBI.9 X-BAND FPLQ SOURCE TEk? -X PANEL i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
)) 
.85324E+2 ,-. 198§4E+l, .6778OE--Z 9- .  72972E-4 ,-. 5363GE-8 
.85324E+2 *-. i185rlE+1, .6'1780i-2 I -  1292E-4 ,- 5163'3E-8 
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THEELATZC W P E R  (TM) TELEMETXY C A L I B U T I O N  DATA 
The ca l ibrat ion cutve coe f f i c i enrs  f o r  each telemetry point are controlled 1.n 
the data base. They are l i s t e d  along with t h e  uni t  section number where the 
sensor is  located.  Tables showing the c o e f f i c i e n t s  may be obtained from the 
data baee administrator. The tables  show telemetry volts (counts) vs. 












































































i c  DI 
TCF? ACT 
TCFPACT 












T D!CJ SHT 
TDl3iSMT 
T Fbl D SMT 
; AMB M E N  PRE-A@ TE 
-23 -1 91 47 
i n  deg, centigt-a& 
01 %75 -1 .1865E-4,3~7343€-7,4,78~9E-l0 
-X FLEX PIVOT TEYP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
, 58.812,-8.40214, .72713&-3 
, 421 e23 ,-1 e 9147, A19275 ,-I e 1865E-4,3.7343E-7 ,-4.78WE-10 
, 121.23,-1.9147 , .019275,-1.1865E-4,3.7343E-7 ,-4.7899E-10 
; AMB ODD P R E W  T € W  i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; BAND 6 POST AMP TEPP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; RAFFLE Xi@ i n  deg., cmtJ3rade 
-2,C07Z9,0d9513, .27115E-3 
; &-BCE'.BODY ilEATER CURtEiiiT i n  
I O,U,Q.G9755 
; FiACKB3DY ~~~~~~~~T~~~ 3 n ckg, cent igrade 
; WFLE HEATER CURRENT i n  
, 8.0,2.3474 
; MULTIPLEXER AVG BIT DENSITY i n  
; BACK-UP SHUTTER TEMP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; CAL SHUTTER HUB TEE9 i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; CAL %UTTER TEMP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; COOLER A!@ STAGE TEMP i n  decj. cendiqrade 
IT.O?3,C,f02&3 .?25;6E-3 
, 7.2254,-.023958, ,866E-5 
, 36,898,-.1598, .1957E-5 
9 121.23,-1.9747, .019275,-1.1865E-4,3.7343E-7,-4.7899E-10 
, 36.698,-.4598, .1957E-5 
121 2 3  p-l 3147, .Ol9275 ,-1.1865E-4,3;7343E-? ,-4.7839E-10 
; COOLER DOOR TEfP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
* 121.23,-1.9147..079275.-1.1865E-4.3.7343 
i COLD PREAMP TEW .In deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
, 123 2 3  ,-I .9147, .Qlgi175 ,-1 .1865E-4Je7343E-7 ,-4.789gE-10 
; COLD STAGE TEbP A (COLD) i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
a -147.82.-.21332. .507E-4 
i COLD STAGE TEW-8 (HOT) i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
, 52.593.-1.3009..72198E-2 
f C O L D  STAGE H E A ~ E R  C U R R E N T  in 
* 0.0,1,!3807 
SV S-1026 6/ 3A 
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Sf%-+Z HOUSIf!G TEKP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
.; SF44 + X  FLEX P I V O T  T E I P  i n  deg .  cen t igrade  
58.892,-.40214,.72713E-3 
























































POL r r  
TFbiDSbTT 










TLf@ D RT 
TM119VN 
T~4119VP 
TMl 'I CrYP 















TI42 27 V iJ 
TM22 7Y P 
Tt42 2 7'hP 












Ti% 1 9 VN 
T M I  9YN 
TI441 9VP 
mi 2 7 w  
- .015059,. 11 99%-3 
-.015059, .11999E-3 
, -.015059, .11999E-3 
; ~ ~ ~ W O P ~  2 POS~TXO~ in 
; I ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~  3 PQSITXON in 
in deg. centfgrade 
LTER TEMP i n  de e cen?igrade 
147,,019275,-1 .f865€-4,3.?343E-7,-~78~~€-10 
147, .019275,-% 4 Li'65E-4,3.7343E-7,-4.78?9E-10 
3 STATUS in 
, 0.0,.710553 
; BAWD 1 -19V SlDP VOLTAGE in volts 
o.o,-c , ;5253 
; PWR SlJP$ ? +2?\8 sf% SU?P vi% 'in QO'IS 
, 0.0,0.14604 
; PWR SuPP 7 4 . 8 V  SVA SUPP YtTG i n  vo l t s  
, 0.0,0.031333 
; -19V HI C U R R E N T  SUPP MONITOR in v o l t s  
; +19V HI CURRENT SUPP MSNITOR i n  v o l t s  
, 0.0,0,11173 
; WMD 1 A/D REFEEKCE VLTG i n  
O.O,-O.T 149 
* 0.0,0.0200 
; B A N D  2 -19'1 SUPP VOLTAGE i n  Y O I t S  
0.0,-0.10941 
; BAND 2 +19V SUPP VOLTAGE i n  volts 
, 0.0,0.10903 
; PWR SUPP 2 -27Y SlJA SUPP YLTG 
O,0,-0,16046 
; PWR SUPP 2 +27V SF%l SUPP YLTG 
, 0,0,0.14571 
; PWR SIPP 2 +6,P,V Slrc, SliPP 'JLIG 
~ O.O,Q.031%29 
; ??AND 2 A/D REFERENCE VLTG 
, '3.0,O.OZGO 
; EAMY 3 - 1 9  SUPP VOLTAGE i n  v o l t s  
; BaNa 3 +19V SUPP VOLTAGE i n  vo l t s  
, 0.0,0.lQ956 
; +33V SHUTTER D R I V E  VOLTAGE i n  
O.O,O.i6305 
; BAiiD 3 A/D REF€EtZE YLTG in 
, 0.0,-0.10696 
, O.r3,0.0200 
; MIjU 4 -19V SU?P VOLTRGE 5n Volts 
, 0.0,-0.10902 
; BAND 4 + l Y V  SU?P IIOLTAGE i:n vo l t s  
C Q E F F  
POI t4T 
C O W  




P O I  MT 
C O E F F  
P O I  WT 
COEFF 




P O I  vr 
COEFF 
P O I  
CQEFF 














P O I  !IT 
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
COEFF 
P O I N T  
COEFF 
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, *  f 
; BAE.:D 4 A/D ~~~~.~~~ YklG ti? . 
19V SUPP VOLTAGE i n  volts 
V SWP WOLTAG€ i n  volts 
; $AND 5 a/D REFE 
P VOLTRGE i n  wol ts 
P VOLTAGE i n  volts 
FEEh'E VLTG i n  
, 0.0,0.0200 
; +8OV HTR SPla VOLTAGE Jn trolts 
, O.G,0,4020 
; +8V SUPPLY ~ ~ G ~ ~ T O R  i n  volts 
I) O,O,O.O35577 
; ISOL.ATE# -1W SL?P VOLTAGE: i n  rvalts 
0.0,-0,!3%69 
; ISaATEr: +f9V SUP9 VOf..Tj:,GE . in ua;t. 
, 0,0,8,10954 
; CRL IJ3P 1 CU3?EkT ikl  
; CAL LAHP 3 CURREhT i n  
; PWR SUPP t? INPUT CURRENT in 
, o,o,o.02 
; PWR SUPP # Z  I 
, O.O,O.O2 
; SLC 1 URIVE CURRENT i f l  
, i .oa,-o.oom 
; S L C  2 DRIVE C U R R E ~ T  in 
, 1 .oo , -0.0080 
MULTIPLEXER - l - ? Y  S U P P  VLTG i f l  V o l t s  
, 0,0,-0.059269 
; ~ ~ U L ~ ~ ~ L ~ X ~ ~  +lBV S~JPP Y I T G  i n  volts 
0.0,3.084983 
; +30V MULTIPLEXER S U P P  VLTG i n  v o l t s  
; ~ U L ~ ~ P L E X ~ R  -3V SUPP YLTG i n  v o l t s  
, 0.0,0.14282 
~ O.0,-0,070517 
; EWLTIPLEXER -5V SUPP VLTG i n  V o l t s  
, 0.0,-0.0237 
; FlULTIPLEXER +5\1 SUPP VLTG i n  vo l t s  
0.0,0.023473 
; MULTIPLEXEK E L E C  TElZtP in deg. centfgracfc 
; MULTIPLEXER I@UT CURRENT i n  
, 0.0,0.01858 
; M U t T I P L E X E R  PUR SUPP T E W  i n  deg. centigrade 
~ 114.34,-2.7642,.036!71,-.258~1E-3,.8~3~1€-6,~.11776E-8 
F 




' 1  COEFF 
POINT I: 
COEFF if 4 1  
1' COEPG 
[: POI MT 
i COEFF 
POI m 
POINT E i COEFF r: POI ksT 
i COEFF 




rj o I ET 
\ CljEFF 
' i  PrtE MT 
1 COEFF 











C O E F F  
POI m 
C O E F F  
POINT 















TRF I IdT 
TROT 
TROT 
T S  
TSd\ 
TSI FPT 
T S I P T  
TStl75V 























. .  
i SLC"TEW I n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
, 14s .84,-1.8384, ,016O92 ,- .92715E-4, J839E-6 ,- .36832€-9 
; SI% ELEC TEMP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
, 47.247 .-0.48988. .70522E-2 
i SECONDWRY M R R O R  MS# TEW i n  deg. c e n t f g r a d e  
; SECOElBARY M I R R O R  TE 
121.23,-1,9147,.O19 5 *-I  .1865E-4,3 7343E-7 ,-4.7899E-lO 
122,23,-1.9143, AI9275 9-1 .'1865E-4,3.7343E-7 ,-4.789SE-lQ 
, 121 2.3 $-1.9147, ,019275 ,-I .1865E-4,3 e7343E-7 -4 e 789%-10 
121 e 2 3  * -1 e 91 47 01 927 5 -1 .1865E4 $3 e 7343E-7, -4.7899E-10 
jn deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; SUNSHIELL? TEPP i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; TELESCOPE MSEPLATE TEIV i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
; TELESCOPE HOUSIMG TEEB in deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
~ ' L I  2 3  p-i .9147 .019275 *-I ,1~65~-4,3 ., 7 3 4 3 ~ ~ 7  ,A* 7a99~-70 
55,e12,-.40294,.?277~~-~ 
; !PA -Z kIOI!.C,X::G T W '  f n  dC4Ce cef1t-i 

F -  
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SWS-1026 6/  38 
The calibration curve coefficiects f o r  each t e l  t:ry point  ape controlled i n  
the data b e e .  They are listed along wf th  ehe ueft seczion atumber where the 
sensor i s  located, Tables s b w f n g  the coefficfenes rnay be obtained fco2a the 
data base administrator. The t&bles  show tdeaetry volts (counts) .r8. 





I GPS COW. DEF. 
SVS-lOZSS/3A 
p d f x  A 
June 1982 
a 
; GPS POIKf' DEF. 
OF CURREIdT FIRST GRID POI 
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DIRECT ACCESS S-BAND (DASB) TFLWETRY CALIBRATION DATA 
The cal ibration curve coe f f i c i ent s  for each telemetry point are controlled i n  
the data base. They are l i s t e d  along with tha u n i t  sect ion number vhete the 
senaor fs loczted. Tables showing the coefff.cSent8 m y  be obtained from the 
data base adolintatrator. The tables  show telemetry vo l t s  (counts) v8. 
engineering units. 
LSD-WC-263 















































T%is includes telemetry calfbratfon curves for the pa8 i v e  and ac t ive  
analog telemetry functions for  which calibration is  poeeible. Curv~,s are not 
provided bipolar voltage functions and f o r  the multiplexer average d e w i t y  
of data transit ions.  
appendix 




P bx #i'T 


































C G W  
















OPTICAL SWITCH L 1 CURRENT !ON i n  
0 , 1 2 3 9  
WTICAt SWITCH L 2 C U R E K T  MON in 
, .1121E+3,-,1663E+l # .1348E-1,-.6271E-4, .1396E6,-.1278€-9 
NlPBVI ,0, .02 
NlPBV3,0, .92 
NlPB\12,0, *02 




~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ *  "02 
MlPSNl2 ,- .13JE+%, ,2024E-I ,-.1251E4, .2232E-5 e - a l  5305E-8 a ,328E-1' 




N1RECI ,0 ,3 ,0  
MlTUPSI ,0,0.107 
N ITUTf+P, .1 l 2 ' I E + 3  -. 1663E+l, ,  1349E-1,-.6271 E-4, -1  396E-6 ,-. 1278E-9 
N2EUTW, .1 12lE+3,-.1663E+l .1348E-I,--.627IE-4, .1396&-6,-.7278E-9 







K2PBYfi ,U,  .02 
!.iZPSt!72 -,133E+2, .2023t-l ,-,12SE-4, .22?2f-C: *"" .153E--8, .3281E-'t 1 
M2PSP12,0,0.08 




ELECTRONICS COVER T E I P  ( PJ%DIO~!ETER) i n  deg. cent igrade 
FIEE2 OPTICS TEbP 1 i n  deg. c e n t i g r a d e  
,11C;53E+3 ,- .1?516Ei-l, .15681 E-I ,- .86i)77E-4 .24412E-6 ,- .27918E-9 
F&?Ps"I6,- .8246E+l, . 9 S 2 2 E - l , , 6 3 3 S E - 4 , - . & ~ t E - 6 , , ~ ~ ~ € ~ - ~ ~ - . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' , ~  1 
NZTUi~iQ,.112'IEc3,-.7663Ecl, .1349E-7 ,-.6271E-4,,1396E-6,-.9278E-9 








P 01 #T 
GOEFT 
P 01 NT 
COEFF 
P 01 !IT 
COEFF 






P OI !IT 
COEFF 









































; BAPlD 1 +/- 1 9  REGULATOR i n  volts 
* 0, .02 
; I iV tlOIdITOR BAND 1 A  i n  
, 0, ,0096 
: HY MONITOR BAND 1 B  i n  ; 0, .0096 
; eAHD 2 +/- 15V REGULATOR l’n v o l t s  
; H V  MONITOR BAND 2A i n  
, 0, .02 
, 0, .OG96 
; HV MONITOR BAND 28 i n 
, 0, -0096 




; MUX A/D REFERENCE i n  
, 0..02 
; MUX +5V LOSiC tlONITOR i n  
, 0,.04 
; +72h‘/-6V R E ~ U L ~ ~ ~ ~  i n  v o l t s  
, 0,.02 
; H V  PlONTYOR BA&D 36 i n  
; WND 4 +/- I5V REGULATOR in V o l t s  
i-, i -  - 
P O I i T  
C O E F F  





C O E F F  
P Of MT 
C O E F F  
POI Mf 
C O E F F  
P O I  WP 
COEFF 
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
P O I N T  
C O E F F  
POI MT 
C O E F F  










P O I N T  
COEFF 





-24.5Y PRIWWY PO\$ER SUPPLY 2 4 2  
, 0,-.192 
, 0,-,192 
0 ,  .02 
; 
S 
; RADIOtETER +/- 79V i n  volts 




; SCAN MIRROR DRIVE i n  
; SCAM MIRROR REGULATOR i n  
; SHUTTER CONTROL INTEGRATOR i n  
, O,,02 
; +155'b T E t E W W  REGU1.RTCTt in 
9 0, ,0788 
$ O,,OZ 
; mRD 1 eH.e,cPret A VII'EO i r: 
29,725,-0.075 
-35.5, .0676 
; BVER.A:GF DF.TA DEIlSiT? it1 
, -1 2.48$ .OS60 
-12.48, .O960 
-72.48, .0960 
; BAND 2 CHANNEL A VIDEO i n  
; BAND 3 C ~ ~ A t $ ~ E L  A VIDEO i n  
; MND 4 CHANNEL A VIDEO in 
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The cal ibration curve c o e f f i c i e n t s  €or each t e k a e t r y  point &re controlled f n  
the  data base. They are l i s t e d  sloog with the unit s ec t ion  umber where the 
sensor is located. Tables show%- the coe f f f c i eut s  may be obtained from the 
data base administrator. The tables  show telemetry volts (counts) 9 s .  

































































, 50, - .(I2441 4 













; ADS TEW in deg. centigrade 
1 































June 1982 1 - 
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The cal ibration C U N ~  coe f f i c i ent s  for each telemetry point are controlled i n  
the data base. They are l i s t e d  along with the unit  sect ion nraatbar whara Ch 
o8cIsor i s  located. Tables showing the  coe f f i c i ent s  may be obtainad frors the 
data base administrator. The tables  show tebernetry volts (counts) VI. 













P O I  MP 
COEFF 




































POI Y i  
CGEFF 





























QTEQPP2 ; EQUIP t4TG PNL 2 TEMP (+U) in deg. centlgrade 
QTEQPP3 ; EQUIP ef lG PNL 3 TEf-P ( + Y )  i n  Jeg. centigrade 
QTEQPP3 , .!?2447E+2,-.l6969E+1,.18753€-1,-,14574E-3, ,6121 IE-6,-.10389E-8 
7YtWkM ; OUTE L O E R  BOOF.4 V!4R HI iXE T E I 3  f n  dcg, cer,tigi'ade 
QTLWWM I ; I NNE L O E R  BOOM PWR H I N G E  TE i n  de?. centigrade 
3THSSE4T 
QTEQPP'I .92447E+2 ,-.16969€+7, .18753E-l,~.14574E~3, .6'129 IE-6,-.10389E-8 
Q T E Q Q P 2  , .92447E+2,-.16969E+I .lE75~E-1,-.14574E-3,.6121 lE-6,-.10383E-8 
QTGPSAP GPS PRE-PJPLiIF'IER TEbP i n  1 3 2 ~ ~ .  centicai-ade 
Q T G P W '  , .92447E+2 *-. 16S59Ecl~ .18?53E-I i45?4E-3,L 6'i21 ?E-6 $-. IO389E-8 
QTLSPI*tiW , .924 E+2,-.16969E+l, ,18753E- - e  14574E-3 *. 61 21 I E-6 ,- ., i 038% -8 
~ T L ~ P W E I  . Y S S J ~ E + ~ , - . I ~ ~ ~ ~ E + I  .58753~-1,-.14574~-3, .m 1~-6,-.103t39~-a 
; MSS MOUNT TEblP i n  deg. centigrade 









C O E f f  
PQIWT 













P 01 HT 
COEFF 
P o i  ?IT 
COEFF 
POI WT 
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TELWTBY CALXBRATION PATA 
See Appendix A.ll (PDU Telemetry Cal ibrat ion Data) for SARDJA telemetry 
ca l ib ra t ion  data .  
L SD-WC-2 6 3 
I- 
-, " . D . .,.. __., -%-.=- -- -I . .. . .  ~ ,-.. -. ... *.+ , , _  . 
'.'.. i ... 
SQS-102661'3A 
5 .  I. - 
See Appendix A.11  (PDU Telemetry Cal ibrat ion Data) f o r  BARDJA telemetry 
c a l i b r a t i o n  data. 
\ 
- 





BGGM AHTENHA BEIZNTIOEI, DEPLOWFSL, iLND JETTPSON ASSEMBLY (EIJU)JA) 
T E L W T R Y  CALIBRATION DATA 
A.  L ' i  -! 
LSD-WC-253 
I 
i 
c 
